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The330B 
is the world’s most 
popular receiver.

The reason is simple. The Harman Kardon 330B opens up the world 
of true high fidelity to music lovers who can only afford a modest 
outlay for equipment.
Most amplifier designs neglect frequencies below and above the 
range of human hearing because you "cannot hear them". Harman 
Kardon deliberately designs amplifier circuits to accurately reproduce 
frequencies well below and above these "limits". Careful laboratory 
listening and testing shows that the realism of sound you hear is 
enhanced when frequencies below 20 Hz and above 20,000 Hz are 
faithfully reproduced.
The 330B receiver reaches levels of performance never before at
tainable at such modest cost.

mu -• • $ 4

The harman/kardon 330B.
Rated “BEST BUY” by leading consumers 

magazine

$295.00

NOW $225.00
sugg. manufacturers list

IVe offer a 5 year parts and labour warranty and do the 
factory warranty service on our premises.

Store hours: Daily 9:30 to 6 Thurs, Fri. til 9

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION

(B.B.A.)
The route through the Faculty 

of Administrative Studies
INFORMA TION SEMINAR

Subjects:

• Job Opportunities in Business
• Philosophy of the Faculty of 

Administrative Studies
• Entrance Requirements
• Question and Answer Period

Speaker:

Dr. Tom Beechy
Room 038-039 Administrative Studies Building 

Thursday, March 3,1977 
12:00 - 1:30 p.m.

Last week's Cabaret\

Claude Fortin draws audience participation
By GAY WALCH |

Generally speaking, people are 1 
bores. We are a timid and tame | 
group of creatures who rarely ex- 1 
press ourselves in physical and 1 
sensual terms — never ranting, | 
raving or rioting. Instead, we sit, 1 
day after day, in pubs or 1 
classrooms incessantly boring one 1 
another. You bore me. I bore you. 1 
It’s the way of things; an accepted 1 
dilemma in twentieth century com- 1 
munication which no one has the 1 
strength or the courage to change. 1 

We gladly and contently accept I 
our boredom. We tolerate it. We 
tolerate a life of boredom. We 
tolerate this boredom in the 
theatre. And so, we live it. And so, 
we die it.

■Bj Last week, at York’s Cabaret in permanent lines to memorize. She through the indifference, the
* McLaughlin Hall, risks were had a scenario and an audience to apathy, the boredom without first HI taken. Cabaret played host to The work with, both of which con- making a stand, daring the defeat. 
HI Return of Claude Fortin, the tinually challenge her imagination Silvana dared.
Ml bilingual miner from Timmons, and spontainety.
H Claude Fortin likes to laugh —
,1 really laugh. Claude Fortin likes safety of past experience but took theatrical relationships where 

to sing, perform, joke, insult and a new chance with each audience, audience and actor can play 
be insulted. Claude Fortin is each moment. She succeeded oc- together, where the audience can
courageous, fearless and yet in- casionally. She failed oc- become as much a part of the per-

jZj capable of being feared. Claude casionally. At moments, her fromance as the actors. Cabaret is 
Fortin takes hold of life by the timing was completely off, neglec- one of the few public places where

ting to move through the jokes on- we can rant and rave and riot, 
ce they served their purpose. But
the point is not whether Silvana’s dication in Cabaret and that is 

Claude Fortin is Silvana one woman show succeeded or what keeps it alive. Actor and 
Jasaitis, a fourth year theatre not. No, the point is the audience playing games like 
student who took hold of Cabaret imagination, the inventiveness, children, fighting and laughing 
last week in her one woman show, the danger, the risk, the chance, together. There is no longer a
Jasaitis created Claude Fortin, a the dare that she took as a per- division that separates the
character more spirited, more former. It takes courage to win, energies of the actors and audien- 
sensual, more alive than most because nobody is capable of win- ce. All are invited to share in this 

rarely play, or run, or yell, people walking around today. ning, really winning, without first rejuvenation of the body, the sen-
stems from indifference, apathy, or display any extreme emotion. Claude Fortin is not boring, daring the loss. One cannot cut ses. All are invited in the playing,
lack of spiritual and physical am- For we live m a society that likes when Claude laughs at, sings to, 
bition. And what makes matters to keep things “normal”, which or piayS with the audience, we 
worst is our complacency with this tranquilizes itself to avoid passion laugh, sing and play along. Claude 
mechanized life-slumber, this and puts its “disturbed” out of will not tolerate the bores. In fact, 
eternal limbo between the sight keeping emotion at a safe un- the whole Cabaret atmosphere 
dangerous extremes of life and the touchable distance. We quiver and frees us from the sleepy boredom 
rush of death. cringe, timidly retreating from which society tolerates and per-

This boredom lives, grows and the danger of emotions. No risks petuates. 
manifests itself through our are ever taken. No chance for the The courage of Silvana Jasaitis 
bodies. We rarely physicalize our anguish of loss or for that matter, ^ to be admired. While per
lite in all its possible extremes, the rage of supreme victory.
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RANT, RAVE, AND RIOT 

Cabaret is one of the lastSilvana did not cling tight to the
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There can be no audience ab-FOURTH YEAR STUDENT

ETERNAL LIMBO
Boredom is death. Our boredom
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forming, she had no real script, no

THE CAMERA
AND

DR BARNARDO
An Exhibition organized by 

the National Portrait Gallery, London, 
circulated in Canada by the National Museum of Man, Ottawa

TO MARCH 11
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March 3,1977, Excalibur 17
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AGYU
ART GALLERY OF YORK UNIVERSITY

Ross N1 45 Mon Fri 10 4:30 Sun 2 5
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